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MALIK AMBAR

Dark-Fated One

1548:1626

The

%ur. ago, I managed to get tickets to the first cricket Test match to be

in the city of Ahmedabad in Gujarat. Opposing the Indian team was a

Indian eleven that included the peerless Viv Richards. The excitement

the crowds streamed to the new test ground was manic, joyful, but I Ieft

match remembering neither the score nor individual performances.

reactions of the Ahmedabad spectators, though, I won't forget. {s_ the Va
Indians took to the field, loud monkey whoops filled the air, and banar
came raining down from the stands. The pelted players, probably thg_qlg!
West Indian team in history, stood there in their flannels. stunned.

Indians' particular contempt for people of African dssgsnl-n
shared even by Mohandas Gandhi (38), as evident in his South Afri
years-doesn't get talked about much, which is surely one reason little
changed in the thirty-odd years since I watched that troubling match. It's

ing that a word still widely used in Hindi to refer to black Africans is

shorthand in common usage for a dark-skinned slave.

The word habshi, derived from Arabic and Persian terms for an A
ian, has a long history in India, one that's not often remembered today in
nation, or beyond. The standard image of sixteenth- and seventeenth

slavery is of ships moving west from Africa, their shackled human cargo

tined to feed the New World's demand for mass labor on cotton and

plantations. Yet the slave economy was a genuinely global one, stretching
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,l,lrica to East Asia. Slaves were also sent eastward across the Indian Oceano
:,, bolster the public and private militias of the Deccan plateau of southern
nndia.

one of these slaves, whose story is rarely told, rose to become a power
, :roker, even a kingmaker, in the Deccan. A persistent tormentor and nemesis

* ,n the vast Mughal Empire to the north, he helped set the contours o{'power

[ ," the subcontinent in the century before the dawn of the colonial era. His
[ :-rme was Mal ik Ambar.t_
I In an early, unsettling seventeenth-century miniature painting of Malik

I rmbar. his severed head is impaled on a spear. A short distance away, a

I t{'irhal archer, balanced on a globe and dressed in a wine-colored robe, jew-

I *'d belt. and white slippers, takes careful aim at the African's face. To

I R'...hard Eaton. a professor at the University of Arizona and a scholar of Dec-

I "en history. "it's a remarkable painting filled with symbolism. Around Malik

I rnbar you have owls-live owls and dead owls-associating him with dark-

[ :-:. and rebel]ion.'"

I \lalik Ambar was born in the mid-1500s. His given name was chapu. He

I *.. probably a pagan, and he was sold into slavery-possibly by his own

I ,m.prcr'erished parents-while very young. The interests that conspired to

I +nr,l the boy born chapu to India were rooted in trade, a story that also has

I 1'r{irrrr 3t its heart. The flow of slaves 'owas driven largely by the demand for

I -L:,iian textiles on the part of the Ethiopian kingdom," Richard Eaton explains,

I -'r on one side-the western, African side-you have demand for Indian

I ff-.fll];,And 
on the eastern side you have an equal demand for military

I rhe trade in African slave warriors flourished in places riven by politi-

I ru- instability. places with enmities between, and within, clans-places, in

I m:,:r rtords, much like lhe sixteenth-centuty Deccan. The Deccan plateau

I rx*rrs ffiuch of central southern India, and with its western ports and rich

I uunrcrlands. it was a global crossroads. with the flow of incomers came na-

X rme resentments. But the habshis were detached both from their own families

I mr: tiom the tangled knots of local alliances and feuds. That estrangement

f urarj+ them valuable tools to their masters. Recognizing that they would never

I ffiil,_*: 
to Africa, they had little choice but to throw in their lot with

I tfalik Ambar's journey from Abyssinia to the Deccan was a meandering

I mr \\ hen firsr enslaved, he was sent to Baghdad, where he was converted tf

I 

i'+r= and renamed. He was maniflesrly clever. ard his frrsr owner raughr him
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finance and administration, in Arabic, a practice of education not uncommol

in the warrior-slave trade. African slaves were valued not just for their strengtl"

but also for their leadership abilities, strategic intelligence, and cultur{
flexibility.

When his first master died, Malik Ambar was sold again, perhaps rc-

peatedly. At some point during his West Asian sojourn, he picked up Irani

irrigation techniques. We actually have a contemporary Dutch record of

transaction in which Malik Ambar was sold for an impressive price of ei

guilders, a twisted tribute to his exceptional capabilities. Then, perhaps

in his teens, he ended up with many compatriots in an Arab dhow, ploui

southeast across the Arabian Sea toward the Konkan coast, in today's

rashtra. He had acquired by now a cultural education to rival that of his

owners.

Malik Ambar's new Indian master was Chengiz Khan, peshwa, or llqE
minister," o[the Deccan's fading Nizam Shahi sultanate. Chengiz was knor

to give his habshis room for advancement-for he was himself a habshi

a former slave. Malik Ambar made it his business to watch Chengiz

as he managed his role as peshwa. Eventually, the slave who already

financial management and engineering skills began absorbing political

egy from his master, who would prove to be his last.

Malik Ambar's story complicates our assumptions about slavery, particu

the view that all slaves were cut off from the avenues of social mobility enj

by free men. The reason he would, over time, be able to mimic his master

rise from slave to kingmaker had to do not just with his own abilities, but

with the military slavery system that dated back to the Arab world of

tenth century. When not on the battlefield, these elite slaves were often

pointed to trusted roles within the household: bodyguards, valets, and

ians of the harem. They were educated and nurtured by their masters,

almost like sons-in exchange for their total loyalty, of course. And rr

their masters died, they were often freed.

Some of these educated, capable freed slaves became freelancers

mercenaries, and a few maneuvered themselves into positions of

power, as Malik Ambar's own master had done. When Chengiz Khan died i
1575, Malik Ambar was still in his midtwenties. He was smart, ambiti

charismatic, highly skilled-and now free.

As a mercenary serving a series of local commanders,
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.pent the next two decades building a band of loyal soldiers of his own-
rnanv of them, ironically, Ethiopian habshis engaged by him on the usual slave
terms. Having seen what Chengiz Khan achieved, Malik Ambar wanted to go
iarther, and succeeded in part by lucky timing. By 1595 he had built a large
:rmy at a crucial moment in Deccan history. The sultan he was employed by
r,eeded him desperately, for the Mughal Empire, expanding by the day under
:re strategic brilliance of Akbar (16), was knocking on the door.

Akbar's forces had been edging steadily southward, seeking to capture
trlaratha territory and subdue the rulers of the Deccan. They laid siege to the
j.rtified city of Ahmednagar, the politically fractious capital of the Nizam
:hahi sultanate. But in a daring nighttime maneuver, Malik Ambar and his
:r-ops managed to break out of the city and escape through the enemy lines.
I hile the city fell, many of the cavalrymen of the defeated ruler joined Malik
\rnbar. He could now command a mixed group of around seven thousand
nck fighters. For the next three decades, successive Mughal emperors would

-nd their forces to try to control the Deccan countryside. Against Malik
dmbar, they would fail.

{s Richard Eaton observes, o'Malik Ambar was one of several African
,,mmanders who were able to attract other Africans and other Indians,

tferathas, to their sides and wage guerrilla warfare. It seems to have been his
r,ilitv in mastering guerrilla warfare that propelled his career. And this hap-
:.:ned rather rapidly."

The terrain Malik Ambar mastered was hilly, forested, and full of deep
-r', inss-"11usty turf," in modern U.S. military parlance, not lending itself to
"rilear, Hold, Build." Yet Malik Ambar had surveyed many of these lands as
r- administrator, while also absorbing the combat techniques of the indige-
'"r",-is Marathas. Recall those owls, dead and alive, scattered about that grue-
i,me painting of Malik Ambar's impaled head? Maybe they symbolized not
r-:I his supposedly dark soul, but also his ability to attack under cover of
u:kness. Thanks to his knowledge of the contours of the area, he could cut
ir- the supply lines of his enemy. He built his forces to some fifty thousand,
ui:,j from time to time his swift-moving light cavalry surprised the Mughals
l: :he ravines and hacked them down.

In 1610, Malik Ambar captured the ciradel at Daulatabad. Set high on
t :rll. heavily fortified, it was one of the trophies for Deccan military cam-
J,u.-Eners. Briefly, it served as his capital. In the palace here, he consolidated
lrri:: lx]lr€r by sometimes grim political stratagems. Earlier, in a shrewd move,
tt*" :ad married off his daughter to the local sultan. From her, he came to
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know that the sultan's senior wife, of Persian origin, had insulted him ar

being a mere slave-the preLext he needed lo poison both her and the sultan

He then installed on the throne the dead sultan's five-year-old son-arl
proceeded to rule, not just as peshwa but also, effectively, as regent.

A Dutch merchant, Pieter van den Broecke, traveled across the Deccar

in the late 1610s and left a description of Malik Ambar in his prime: a "cnd
Roman face, of tall and strong build, with white glassy eyes, which are !'elr
misplaced on him." Still, van den Broecke noted, Malik Ambar was 'olor-et

and respected by everyone and keeps good government." Thanks to the rulerb

uncompromising punishments for highway robbers, "one may travel throuEl

his country with gold." Drunken soldiers in the ranks had molten lead pourel

down their throats.

It's from such sources, and those of his enemies, that we get our sense

Malik Ambar. Regrettably, despite his wide education and expertise, he lel
none of his own writings. So there are no personal insights, and no claritv a
his private life.

We're more certain about the afterlife of his guerrilla tactics, known a
bargi-giri, which were adopted and refined by the Maratha leader

(19). That connection with Shivaji is an interesting one: Shivaji i1 thq deQ

ing hero of his region, the Hindu warrior who defied the Mughals. And i
the Indian nationalist story, too, Shivaji was the great resister against tJ

Muslim invaders. Yet with Malik Ambar we have evidence of someone

earlier who took on the Mughals-and whom they could not defeat. He's

a Hindu. He's not a native defending some ancient motherland. He's an EtH

opian opportunist and power entrepreneur. One of the main resisters

Mughal expansion into the south turns out to have been an Ethiopian

He doesn't fit neatly into any of the standard narrative silos of Indian histrr
Hindu, Muslim, or European.

Even more than the later exploits of Shivaji, Malik Ambar's mili

strategy unsettled the Mughals. As the seventeenth century began, E

Jahangir inherited the goal of his father, Akbar: crushing the Ethiopian

venu. His preoccupation with Malik Ambar bordered on neurosis. Like

Mughal emperors before and after, Jahangir insisted on being portrayed

source of light, bringing peace and illumination to his people. Frustrated

Malik Ambar, he cast his rival as the polar opposite, his dark skin

with a dark and cunning heart. Jahangir's memoirs call him "Ambar of

fate," oothe ill-starred Ambar," "the rebel Ambar," "the black-fated one"

simply, oothat disastrous man."
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which brings us back to the painting of Malik Ambar's severed head on
a spear, shot through by the archer in red robe and white slippers. The archer
is Jahangir himself. The emperor commissioned the gifted artist Abu'l Hasan
to paint it in 1615, exactly twenty years after the Mughal pursuit of Malik
Ambar's head had begun. But in fact Jahangir never defeated Ambar in
hattle, and certainly never got to release arrows into his disembodied head.
-{s Eaton notes, oorhe painting is conveying his fantasy of accomplishing in
art what he simply was not able to do on the battlefield.,;

o

lialik Ambar's career marked the zenith of the habshi story in India: his
realm extended from the island fortress ofJanjira, on the Konkan coast, deep
rnto the Deccan hinterland. With the fall of the Deccani sultanates, succes-
nr powers stopped using militaiy slavery, and the African diaspora of India
either intermarried or retreated to relatively remote parts of Gujarat" Maha-
ra.htra,' and Karnataka-though Malik Ambar's iortified por, u, Janjira
remained controlled by habshis right down to 1948. Neirher ih" po.tugulr.
mr the British (or even the redoubtable Shivaji) could make it rheir own.

The neglect of Malik Ambar's story, and of the African historical contri- 
*l

hr-rtion and experience in India more generally, is rooted in a racial preju-
,iice that shows little sign of abating. Recently in urban India it,s become
ra;hionable to hire young Indians of African descent as bouncers at night-
dubs and bars. (Employers instruct these modern strongmen to speak only .

fnglish, in order to maintain the illusion of their exotic origins.) But qo_p-t qf
:ie one hundred thous-and or so deqpendan6 gf former slaves. now live in
x,lated communities in western India: places where they're routinely de-
ued the very means of upward mobility-a good education and recognition
ot merit-that turned a remarkable slave into an unvanquished power some
irre centuries ago.


